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Monday 19th

12.00 - 13.00
Lunch, “Café Sverdrup” (cantina at 2nd floor)

13.00 - 15.00
Chair: Halvor Mehlum
Alexander Cappelen, Bertil Tungodden, and Ingar Kyrikebø Haaland (FPRWS)
Beliefs about Behavioral Responses to Taxation

Kalle Moene (GIWES)
Universal Basic Share

Kaisa Kotakorpi, Tomer Blumkin, and Tuomas Kosonen (4Is)
Complexity and Benefit Take-up: Empirical Evidence from the Finnish Homecare Allowance

15.00 - 15.30
Break with a cake, “Café Sverdrup” (cantina at 2nd floor)

15.30 - 16.50
Chair: Björn Rönnerstrand (HEALTHDOX)
Eva Mörk, Matz Dahlberg, Ulrika Vikman, and Ingeborg Wærnbaum (4Is)
Selection of a Sufficient Subset of Confounders: Using Register and Survey Data for Labour Market Program Evaluation
Erik Ø. Sørensen, Alexander Cappelen, Mathias Ekström, and Bertil Tungodden (FPRWS)

*Fairness in a Winner-Takes-All Economy*

16.50- 17.00

Coffee break, “Café Sverdrup” (cantina at 2nd floor)

17.00- 18.20

Chair: Anders Kjeldsrud

Erling Barth, Kalle Moene, and Henning Finseraas (GIWES)

*The Support of the Welfare State Measured by Vote Shares of Political Parties*

Diana Burlacu, Ellen M. Immergut, Maria Oskarsson, and Björn Rönnerstrand (HEALTHDOX)

*The Politics of Credit Claiming: Recognition and Values in Policy Feedback*

20.00

Dinner, “Festningen” restaurant. Address: Myntegata 9. See map on last page of program.

Tuesday 20th

08.45

Coffee, Café Sverdrup” (cantina at 2nd floor)

09.00-11.00

Chair: Hassan Molana

Silvia Avram and Mike Brewer (4Is)

*The Role of Taxes & Benefits in Smoothening Income Shocks*

Thomas de Haan, Alexander Cappelen, Bertil Tungodden, and Caroline Bonn (FPRWS)

*Fairness Preferences in the Face of Limited Information*
Jo Thori Lind, Rolf Aaberge, and Kalle Moene (GIWES)

The Inequality of Equal Mating

11.00-11.30

Break with a cake, Café Sverdrup” (cantina at 2nd floor)

11.30-13.30

Chair: Henning Finseraas
Stefan Hochguertel (4Is)

Household Wealth Mobility Before and During the Great Recession: Evidence from Tax Records

Diana Burlacu (HEALTHDOX)

The Impact of Private Health Insurance on Political Preferences

Catia Montagna, Hassan Molana, and George Onwardi (GlobLabWS)

Reforming the Liberal Welfare State: International Shocks, Unemployment and Household Income Shares

13.30

Lunch, “Fredrikke” cantina (in reserved area), at building across from University Library
Map and directions for “Festningen” restaurant, address: Myntegata 9 (next to Akershus fortress)